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The Riverine Reporter wishes to express its 
appreciation to the following for providing 
material and permission to be quoted in the 
articles about Richard Leibel: Jean (Leibel) 
Walpole (daughter), Shannon Parmenter 
(granddaughter), Ron Bruns (family friend) 
and Bill Northrup (Sea Tigers Association). 
 

FROM THE PRESIDENT: 
 
Welcome Home and greetings from the 
Southern White House. As you will see much 
of this issue is dedicated to our Grand Daddy 
Sea Tiger Richard Leibel who passed away 
this January. I had the great pleasure to meet 
Richard and his family on several occasions. 
Whether it was at his home or riding the DUKW 
in Cincinnati, Richard was always a true 
gentleman and proud of being a Sea Tiger. A 
dedicated family man, church member and 
Patriot. Richard was the kind of American we 
should all try to emulate and his presence at 
our reunions will be sorely missed. 
 
After a very trying quest to find the right hotel 
for our reunion in San Antonio this year, the 
reunion committee consisting of Mike and 
Virginia Hebert and Tom and Sheila Farrell, 
have chosen the Holiday Inn San Antonio 
Downtown Market Square. The dates are 
Tuesday October 9th with departure on 
Saturday October 13th.  The usual September 
dates were moved back for several reasons 

 

including the large numbers of conventions in 
town in September and trying to avoid the 
Texas heat of 95 degree days. Those of you 
who survived the swamp butt days in Philly will 
understand our reasoning for this. Nothing like 
watching a bunch of soggy old folks dragging 
around town. The full itinerary is still being 
worked on and it will be mailed to you at a later 
date. 
 
As always if you have any questions or 
comments about our reunions or if you need to 
contact any of our other members you can 
email at   tjfarrell458@yahoo.com 
Cell phone # is 856-562-1797 

 
Richard E. Leibel  

 “Daddy” Sea Tiger (per Bob Amick) 
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We are deeply saddened to report that the 458th Sea Tigers patriarch, Richard E. Leibel, passed 
away at the age of 98 on January 25, 2018. Dick was the beloved husband of the late Lillian 
Leibel, father of Tom (Karen) Leibel and Jean (Mark) Walpole. He was blessed with 7 
grandchildren and 1 great grandchild, Zoe. He was a member of the Knights of Columbus, 458th 
Sea Tigers, Holy Name Society, Original Parish Council, and Troop 393 Scout Leader. 
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Dear Members of the 458th Sea Tigers,  
 
My vocabulary falls short as I attempt to 
express, on behalf of the Leibel family, our 
heartfelt appreciation for your kindness and 
thoughtfulness in honoring and remembering 
our Dad, Richard (Dick) Leibel.  We are 
extremely grateful for the cards, flowers, and 
donations, and also for including Dad in a 
Memorial Remembrance in the daily Masses 
and Prayers at the Sacred Heart Monastery in 
Hales Corners, WI.  These expressions of 
sympathy mean a great deal to us. 
 
It was a mixture of disbelief and heartfelt 
gratitude to see Tom Farrell, Mike Hebert, 
Denny Hull, and Bill Northrop.  And, we were 
especially honored that Denny Hull, who was 
asked at the last minute, agreed to be our 6th 
pall bearer.  Your attendance at Dad’s service 
is representative of the loyalty of the 458th Sea 
Tigers Association and the sincere admiration 
for Dad. 
 
Dad’s membership and association with the 
458th Sea Tigers provided him a friendship and 
focus that helped take the edge off his losing 
our Mom - the love of his life.  You provided for 
him a vehicle in sharing his story with the world 
in a manner that allowed him to continue his 
life with dignity, honor, acceptance, and love.  
 
And so, it is with genuine gratitude that we 
thank you for your support and friendship 
during this sad and difficult time.   
 
Sincerely, 
Jean (Leibel) Walpole 
 

 

SEA TIGERS DELEGATION 
 
Four representatives from the 458th Sea Tigers 
Association attended the funeral of Richard E. 
Leibel in Cincinnati, OH. Bill Northrop and 
Denny Hull traveled from South Dakota and 
Iowa, while President Tom Farrell and Mike 
Hebert drove up from North Carolina and 
Virginia. 
 
A Mass of Christian Burial was held at St. 
Margaret Mary Church in Cincinnati, Ohio on 
January 29, 2018. 
  
Denny Hull honorably represented the Sea 
Tigers as a pallbearer for the service. A 
beautiful standing spray of all-white flowers 
was sent by the Sea Tigers Association. 
(Thank you, Bob & Lita Ness! Job well done.) 
 
A table at the entrance displayed Dick’s military 
records, honors, and copies of his book. 
Nearby was a large display board filled with 
photos of events celebrating Dick’s life 
including pictures of his children and 
grandchildren, his stint as a Grand Marshall in 
a past Memorial Day Parade, and photos from 
his attendance at two Sea Tiger Reunions. 
 
The open casket service was accompanied by 
an organist with a 10-person choir. The hour-
long traditional Catholic service was 
punctuated by 5 very moving and heartfelt 
hymns, along with several readings from Dick’s 
grand-daughters. 
 
Burial was at the Gate of Heaven Cemetery 
accompanied by temperatures in the very low 
30’s and a brisk northeast wind. 
 
The service was officiated by a 2-man Military 
Color Guard led by a Green Beret Lt. Colonel 
and a 1st Lieutenant.  
 
As “Taps” sounded softly in the background, 
the Color Guard, former military members and 
the 458th Sea Tigers rendered a final salute to 
a very good man. 
 

     Rest in Peace, Dick. Rest in Peace. 
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Dick Leibel in a DUKW, Cincinnati Reunion 2014 

 
Dick with Bill Northrop, Tom Wonsiewicz, Tom 

Farrell, Cincinnati Reunion 2014 

 
Grand Marshall, Memorial Day Parade  

FAMILY MAN 
 
Family was of prime importance to Dick Leibel. 
He was one of six siblings raised on an Ohio 
farm without electricity. Being the depression 
era that meant you had to pull your weight. The 
Leibel household was steeped in the Catholic 
faith, values, traditions and hard work. After 
high school Dick began dating Lillian. Not long 
afterward, in 1941, he was drafted for a one-
year hitch. His protracted recovery from a 
serious injury and the US declaration of War 
extended that hitch to “for the duration.” 
 
Lillian managed to visit Dick twice when he 
was being trained up as a DUKW boat 
operator, stationed in South Carolina. Dick 
married Lillian in October 1943 on a one week 
leave and just prior to the 458th shipping out 
for England. He would not see her again until 
the war in Europe ended. 
 
Dick and Lillian raised a daughter and son, 
Jean and Tom. Their families eventually 
produced seven grandchildren and a great-
grandchild. The Leibel household was straight 
forward, replete with everything physically and 
emotionally necessary to a good home. There 
wasn’t room for extravagances. On Sundays, 
Dick and Lillian would take the kids to Grandpa 
Leibel’s farm—a place to bond with aunts, 
uncles and cousins. Schooling was as 
important as attending church. Dick pitched in 
helping with homework lessons, though his 
daughter recalls his frustration in dealing with 
the “New Math.” 
 
Though resources were sparse, Dick and 
Lillian were generous people. Early in their 
marriage they took in Lillian’s newly divorced 
sister and two year old son, who stayed with 
them for 16 years. This example of caring for 
others and giving back to the community were 
apparent in Dick’s involvement in scouting, 
church activities and organizations. 
 
And there were the small touches, like bringing 
home fresh pastries from the North College Hill 
Bakery every weekend for the family, a 
tradition he continued even after Lillian’s 
passing.  
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Dick worked in the tool and die making 
business and was good at it. He used that 
ability to fashion sturdy practical things for the 
home and enjoyment of his kids. Peg boards to 
hang coats, wooden paper towel holder, a high 
chair, sand box and a tool shed that got 
repurposed as a play house for Jean and Tom. 
He fashioned a wooden scooter for his one-
year old grandson using scrap lumber and his 
innate craftsmanship—no plans necessary. 
From the looks of it, that scooter will last for 
generations! 
 

 
Dick’s Handmade Scooter 

 
As he aged and became more unsteady, his 
doctors advised adding the usual grips and 
handholds in the house. Dick refused to install 
the metal grab bar at the two steps leading to 
his landing. Instead, he crafted a wooden one 
to match the banister. 
 
Dick and Lillian were devoted to each other, 
their marriage spanning nearly 66 years. 
During her last five years Lillian lived with 
dementia. Except for the last two weeks of her 
life, Dick cared for her at home. He had his 
own growing list of medical challenges, but he 
never complained.  Wrapped in family he was 
able to live independently in that same 
homestead to the very end.  
 
Dick Leibel lived an authentic and genuine life; 
he lived what he believed.  
 

 

 
Richard & Lillian 1943 

 

MEMBER NEWS: 
 

● Sea Tigers member Richard E. Leibel was 
contacted in mid-January by a producer for 
Woodcut Media of Hampshire, England. They 
needed his permission to incorporate three 
extracts from his memoir The 458th 
Transportation Company in World War II 
into a History Channel segment about Combat 
Machines.  
 

Those of you do not yet have Richard’s book 
might want to get it soon! It is available from 
the Sea Tigers store or online at Amazon.com, 
AmazonEurope.com, and Barnes & Noble.com 

 

● Ted Faurbo has graciously again contributed 
his royalties from his book Serving with the 
458th. Your continued support is very much 
appreciated, Ted. Thank you. 
 

● Ray Simpson has a very good selection of 
458th memorabilia,, T-shirts, hats, polo shirts, 
pins, etc. on hand in the 458th Supply Room. 
To order any items contact ray at 
raynos@flash.net. Or give him a call at (512) 
415-6966. 
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Hooking Up With The Sea Tigers 
 

Just how did Dick Leibel, the WWII vet, and the 
458th get hooked up? It’s a story of 
coincidence and concerted effort. 
 
Jean Walpole, Dick’s daughter, worked with 
Eric Barrow, a WWII aficionado from the 
Cincinnati area. Jean was on a mission to get 
her father’s medals through official channels. 
Jean says, “...Eric moved on Dad’s WWII 
history like a man on a mission. Eric invited us 
to his home where his basement looks like a 
WWII museum.” Learning of Dick’s service as 
a DUKW boat operator, Eric discovered the 
458th website, sensed a connection which he 
pursued. 
 
Eric’s initial contact eventually came to the 
attention of Bill Northrup, then serving as 
Secretary of the Sea Tigers Association and 
deeply engaged in recruiting those who served 
with the 458th. Bill says, “There’s was 
something that seemed familiar about Dick 
Leibel’s home address, but I couldn’t put my 
finger on it.” 
 
Bill’s wife, Jackie is from Cincinnati. On a trip 
home, Bill brought up Dick Leibel’s name to his 
father-in-law, who announced that he knew a 
Dick Leibel. “He was my Scout Master many 
years ago!” Stranger still, they only lived a few 
blocks apart. Bill paid a visit to Dick at his 
home and the rest is history. 
 

What’s Your Pedestal made Of? 
 
Shannon Parmenter is one of Dick Leibel’s 
seven grandchildren. She has him on a high 
pedestal. A very high pedestal. She writes, 
“Richard Leibel was a great man...the greatest 
man I ever knew.” Though separated by a 
generation, she knows her grandfather’s story: 
from the hard scrabble, Depression era 
beginnings, through his WWII service and the 
example of his hard-working life thereafter. 
Like her mom, Jean Leibel Walpole, she 
benefitted from Dick’s patient help with her 
homework. She also enjoyed the results of his 
craftsmanship, as this picture of a Dick Leibel 
handmade jewelry box shows.  
 

 
She recounts, “After her (Lillian’s) passing, my 
grandpa began his work as an author and 
wrote a book about his life and his time in the 
service. He put so much of himself into his 
book, his sense of humor, his character, his 
display of strength and courage in the face of 
fear. I’d like to think writing this book was 
healing and cathartic for him, giving him 
purpose after losing the love of his life.” 
 
Shannon witnessed the pride Dick had in being 
a 458th Sea Tiger member—the only one from 
World War II—and how he relished the 
contacts with other Sea Tigers and attending 
the Cincinnati reunions. Living with her 
grandfather during the last year of his life, she 
recalls how, every night on retiring, he would 
quote Edward R. Murrow’s closing phrase, 
“Goodnight and Good Luck”. She’s learned that 
Murrow was a broadcast journalist of high 
regard. Some credit Murrow’s pioneering 
television documentaries with changing history. 
“I’d like to think through all my Grandpa’s 
accomplishments, through his courage and 
perseverance, and through all the people 
whose lives he has touched that he too has 
changed history” writes Shannon. 
 
That’s what pedestals are made of. 
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The 458th Trans Co. in World War II   
by Richard E. Leibel 
                   …Continued from Winter 2018 
 

     We had no SEEPs. (SEEPs were jeeps 
converted to amphibious vehicles) They were 
already proven a failure before the 458th was in 
existence. The SEEPs would capsize even in 
moderately choppy waters. No one asked me, 
but I suppose if they would have added ballast 
in the SEEP's bilge area it would have 
stabilized them quite a bit. 
 
     One day we were told to try to stick the 
DUKWs. Oh what a fun day this turned out to 
be! A bunch of young bucks in control of seven 
tons of steel, we raced at freewill ala 
motocross ways over the sand lands of the 
island. It was a minor miracle that prevented 
some accidents. Only one of the drivers 
actually stuck his truck. Here's the rest of the 
story: This driver raced his truck up the side of 
a steep, high sand dune. His truck plunged 
down the other side of the dune. His 
momentum and due to the sloped surface of 
the underbody portion of the DUKW's bow, he 
skidded to an abrupt stop on a too near dune 
of the original dune. This action left all six of his 
wheels suspended in mid-air. It took some 
serious sand-shovelers to free him from this 
predicament. I am quite sure, if it would have 
been a standard truck with a blunt nose, the 
driver would have been sent flying through the 
windshield. 

 
WW II SEEP (Courtesy Ft. Eustis Trans. Museum) 
 
On another day I was lucky - and I do mean 
lucky -  to serve on KP duty, (Kitchen police for 
those who do not understand Army language - 
KP means doing the undesirable portions of 

work to prepare and serve meals) The mess 
sergeant gave me a watering hose and two 
very ripe and odorous galvanized garbage 
cans. My task was to clean the cans. Now 
remember this: plastic can liners were not 
heard of at this time in history so all of the 
unused kitchen crap including used grease and 
all sorts of awful stuff got dumped into these 
cans and stored outside under the hot summer 
southern sun until the contents were emptied 
into the garbage collector's truck. The flies, 
fleas and other vermin always had a field day 
enjoying the rotting and stinky contents of 
these cans. 
 
     I attached the hose to the outside cold 
water faucet (there wasn't a hot water faucet) 
and squirted the inner side of the cans. The 
mess Sergeant decided the cans were not 
clean enough. I repeated the cleaning and 
wondered why an old stinky garbage can had 
to be so clean. This time the cans passed 
inspection. My mental question was soon 
answered. The cooks placed the cans over 
some cinder blocks and filled them 2/3 full with 
water and placed Coleman stoves under them. 
When the water came to the boiling point all of 
the old rancid grease that was hidden in the 
crevices and walls of the cans rose to the top 
of the boiling water. It was a smelly and ugly 
shade of gray. What happened next - I could 
not believe my eyes. A cook dumped corn on 
the cob into the can right through the scum and 
served it to the troops. The men seemed to 
enjoy the corn on the cob. The taste was 
probably an improvement from the blah stew 
that we had endured for so many days. This is 
a classic case of what you don't know won't 
hurt you. Needless to say I did not partake of 
this delicacy. Why no one got sick is a minor 
miracle. Even in those days it was a known fact 
not to use any galvanized container to serve 
any food. Today, any galvanizing is against the 
law. Evidently the scum was pasteurized by the 
boiling water. All of this occurred in a kitchen 
commanded by a mess officer who demanded 
to inspect the kitchen of a nice restaurant down 
the road a short distance. 
  

                             …Continued Summer 2018 
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ARMY BLUES by Thomas J Wonsiewicz 
 
If you haven’t read Dick Leibel’s Memoir of a 
DUKW Driver, you should. While not a Saving 
Private Ryan drama, it is a complete account of 
a soldier’s involvement in WWII—from being 
drafted through discharge nearly five years 
later. He recounts details that give insight to 
the everyday life of an Army grunt. Veterans of 
any era can identify with the familiar: hurry up 
and wait, make-work duty, lousy living 
conditions, rumors and speculation, and 
dealing with goofy Lieutenants (easy boys!). 
There is also common ground to be found in 
his combat experiences between D-Day and 
VE Day. The face and smell of death, the fear 
of being killed, the uncertainty, the constant 
pressure, the loneliness, the longing for loved 
ones. All those things are timeless. Even a 
Roman legionnaire could identify with what 
Dick endured. 
 
Dick was, by nature, a positive guy—a glass 
half-full type of man. He was friendly and easily 
got along with others. He was raised to be 
polite and courteous and to give deference to 
proper authority. Helping others came 
naturally, and serving his Country was never 
doubted or given less than his full commitment. 
As I digested his story, my admiration for the 
Greatest Generation increased. By 
comparison, my year in Vietnam seemed like a 
Boy Scout outing. As I mentally tried to walk in 
his shoes I wondered how well I would have 
acquitted myself had I served with him. I feel 
honored to be related to Richard Leibel as a 
fellow member of the 458th Transportation Co. 
 
After his passing, his daughter, Jean Walpole 
wrote, “Dad never had anything good to say 
about the Army.  I don't think he ever 
considered what he did during the war as 
spectacular or extraordinary.  He did what he 
was told to do until he was finally discharged.” 
 
Say what? What was I missing? That’s doesn’t 
sound like the Dick Leibel I got to know. So, I 
reread his memoir and saw it in a different 
light. 
 

Since he’s positive by nature, Dick doesn’t use 
a lot of “negatives” in his prose. With one 
exception: Army cooks and their so-called 
food. On no less than ten occasions he calls 
out the deplorable state of Army chow and 
incompetency of Army cooks. My generation’s 
experience was nothing like that. But there’s 
more to it than chronically lousy chow. 
 
On closer examination there was plenty to beef 
about. From the start the gear was 
inappropriate—summer uniforms through a 
North Dakota blizzard, and winter uniforms 
through the summer heat of the South. A lack 
of barrack space and shortage of weapons to 
train with was common, and they had to buy 
their own sleeping bags as the single blanket 
issued was insufficient. On an overland 
exercise an incompetent truck driver crashed 
his vehicle, killing one occupant and putting 
Dick in the hospital for nearly a year. 
 
He was unable to return home from the time of 
his draft in February 1941 until October 1943 
when he married Lillian on a one week leave. 
Soon after, the 458th shipped out to England 
on a retrofitted, small cruise ship that nearly 
foundered. Food and living conditions on board 
were deplorable. 
 
While the DUKW training was thorough, the 
vehicles were without radios, and only one in 
his unit had a compass. Imagine that! His 
account of getting lost in fog, in the dark, off 
Omaha Beach and sheltering aboard a Navy 
ship is delightful. “They lowered a rope ladder 
and I climbed aboard their ship. They escorted 
me through the fog and the dark through a 
door and wowee—bright electric lights. I had 
not seen a light of any sort since before D-Day. 
The lighted air was full of fumes. Someone was 
cooking doughnuts. I had not smelled one of 
these since I was drafted into the Army. We 
went into the dining room. Amazing—they had 
tables and benches. We had the ground to sit 
upon. They had china plates. We had tin shit-
skillets...They had glasses for milk and water. 
We never had milk...They served food that 
human beings enjoyed. We had stew and 
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wallpaper paste. They treated me like an 
elderly rich uncle.” 
 
Money was another, constant sore point. Gross 
pay for a recruit was $21 per month, $12.90 
after deductions. You were issued one, and 
only one uniform. Dick talks about having a 
second job just to have enough food to 
maintain his weight from the very start. Since 
side jobs weren’t available in combat, they 
scrounged but still lost weight. Dick, ever the 
optimist, writes, “There is a bright side to 
everything. Even going without food has some 
advantages. It made me svelte to the point of 
being skinny. Not one ounce of flab. Another 
advantage, when you don’t eat there is no 
need to poop.” He goes on to describe the 
charms of using an open slit trench. 
 
When Dick mustered out, he had $150 in his 
pocket. Today, that would be about $2,000 
equivalent. I don’t know of anyone who got rich 
(legally) in the service. But any of us, after 
serving nearly five years and only taking one 
week leave would surely have had a lot more 
than two grand in our pocket. 
 
Dick came under fire a few times. He describes 
them very matter of factly, in a way that 
conveys he understands how lucky he was. He 
writes, soberly, how the 457th and 459th 
DUKW Companies weren’t so lucky. Going in 
earlier than the 458th they suffered withering 
losses. 
 
There is anxiety just below the surface in his 
description of the corpses at Normandy, and in 
a mission to retrieve from the beach what was 
no more than rotted flesh with his DUKW. 
Years later, on a hot summer day, he decided 
to give Arby’s a try. The odor of rotting beef 
coming from the dumpster was too much. The 
memory of that recovery mission returned and 
he never again visited an Arby’s. Today, we 
call that PTSD. 
 
All of those hardships are why Dick “didn’t like” 
the Army. But he served. He served a cause 
without question. He served something larger 
than himself. It was that greater cause his 
Country called him to that allowed him to set 

aside the personal hardships. He served with 
honor. He just didn’t like it very much. 

Elixir of Life? 
 

     Manhattan: 
     2 parts good whiskey or bourbon 
     1 part sweet vermouth 
     Dash Angostura bitters 
     Shake with ice, serve straight up 
     Garnish With a Maraschino cherry 
 
Dick Leibel lived to his 98th year and did not 
have an extravagant lifestyle. That does not 
mean he wasn’t a man of discerning taste. He 
enjoyed dining out, but was picky. To qualify 
for his patronage, the establishment, in the 
words of his granddaughter, “...must have a 
good bartender who could make his favorite 
drink, the Manhattan!” Maury’s Tiny Cove 
Steak House passed Dick’s taste-test and 
became a family favorite.  
 

 
Dick with daughter Jean Walpole 
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What Goes Around, Comes Around 
 

Dick Leibel was a man who stepped up to lend 
a hand where he could. It was in his DNA. In 
his memoir he recounts “lending” money to 
fellow soldiers who were struggling to support 
their families at home. He never expected to be 
paid back. Early in his married life, he took in 
family. They remained for 16 years, until able 
to stand on their own. His genuine, friendly 
smile and demeanor gave comfort wherever it 
was received. 
 
He had a positive effect on a lot of people, 
even those who knew him at a distance. 
 
The thing is, our capacity to “do for others” in 
old age is different than when we are in our 
prime of life. There comes a time when we 
need a helping hand. 
 
Bob Bruns is one such helping hand. A friend 
of Dick’s, and a veteran (US Navy Reserve—
1965-1971), they met through their businesses 
interests. A fast friendship developed, 
especially as Bob learned of Dick’s WWII 
experience. In Dick’s last years, Bob regularly 
provided transportation to medical 
appointments. For Bob, it was more than giving 
a ride. He especially enjoyed Dick’s sense of 
humor recounting, “...driving through a suburb 
near his home, he (Dick) wondered why they 
called it Mt. Healthy, because they had three 
funeral homes in that small town.” 
 
Dick’s nephew Jim also pitched in. Though 
living an hour away, Jim took Dick to 
appointments and lunch every Monday. Jim 
and his mom were the two taken into the Leibel 
household so many years before. 
 
Interestingly, both Bob and Jim note that Dick’s 
notion of a proper lunch included a Manhattan. 
He claimed it was better than pain pills. 
 
Dick’s life is proof of “what goes around comes 
around.” It is a reminder for us to “pay it 
forward” while we can. 
 
 
 

720th  MP BATTALION REUNION: 
Thanks to Chris Lowe 
 
The REUNION ASSOCIATION will hold its 
2018 reunion in Washington, DC starting on 
Friday, May 25 thru Tuesday, May 29, 2018, at 
the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Washington Nat’l 
Airport, 1480 Crystal Dr. Arlington, VA. 
 
There is lots going on that weekend with 
Rolling Thunder – Capitol Hill Concert and the 
Memorial day ceremonies at Arlington and the 
various war memorials around Washington on 
Monday, May 28. It also marks the 50th 
anniversary of the Tet Offensive (1968) and the 
many casualties that the 720th incurred during 
1968. 
 
At this reunion we will decide if we continue or 
shut down the Association if no one steps 
forward to continue its legacy. We are hopeful 
this will not happen. Mark your calendars and 
plan on attending this May 2018 Reunion. 
 
All of our reunions are “Family Friendly” and 
we do our best to keep the costs low without 
sacrificing quality to provide you with a great 
event, so do not hesitate to bring your spouse, 
children, grandchildren, friends or significant 
others. 
 
You do not have to be a current “Active” 
member of the 720th MP Battalion Reunion 
Association to attend. Members of the 458th 
are always welcome at these reunions. This 
one should be a well-attended event. 
 
Thank You – Jim Ahlfeld (Treasurer) 
For details visit: www.720mpreunion.org 
 
Reservations for this reunion need to be in 
by April 1st. Please make plans immediately. 
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